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Amazing Dinosaurs!

   Dinosaurs were amazing! Did you know…

   Dinosaurs were around millions of years ago. The time they ruled the world was called, ‘The Age of the Dinosaurs’.
   ‘Dino’ is an old way to say ‘terrible’. ‘Saur’ is an old way to say ‘lizard’.Dinosaur means ‘Terrible Lizard’.
   Meat-eating dinosaurs are called carnivores. Plant-eating dinosaurs are called herbivores.
   Birds are descendants of dinosaurs. They are basically small and cute dinosaurs.
  Tyrannosaurus Rex, or T-Rex for short, was the most dangerous dinosaur to ever walk on Earth. It has, or had, the strongest bite of any animal.
It is thought that an asteroid from outer space hit earth and changed the Earth’s climate in a big way. Plant-eating dinosaurs soon had nothing
to eat and when they died, the meat–eating dinosaurs ran out of food too. Only a few dinosaurs could survive. The Age of the Dinosaurs was over.
   Our Newspaper Team and Fun Class students have helped draw some amazing dinosaurs.

Tyrannosaurs Rex

5B Owen Zhang Man

This is a tyrannosaurus rex. It is also called
T-Rex. It is huge and powerful. It is a carnivore.
It has sharp and pointed teeth.

Tyrannosaurs Rex

By 2B Eric Lin Ki Sum

This is a T-Rex. It eats meat. It is very big.

Spinosaurus

Diplodocus

Spinosaurus is a type of carnivorous dinosaur.It is
the largest carnivorous dinosaur in the Cretaceous
Period. It is on the top of the food chain. It can swim.

Diplodocus is a plant-eating dinosaur. It is
very tall so it can reach the top of trees. Its
tail is very long too. It moves slowly.

By 4E Michael Wong Lok Yan

By NET teacher Samuel
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Students’ Voice over Heated Debates
   On 14th May, LKKB Students’ Voice Team had a debate over
some heated topics. The following are some of our team member’s
viewpoints.

Team A
4A Lucky Chen Tsz Ki
4B Samson Tang Shue Sum
4E Kimmy Yan Zong Kai
4E Kelly Yung Wing Shan
5A Cindy Chen Xinhui
5A Yan Cherish
5A Cyrus Leung Chi Yik
5B Owen Zhang Man

Team B
4B Taki Sin Nok Wai
4B Kiki Cheng Pui Ki
4C Summer Wong Sen Yu
4E Michael Wong Lok Yan
5A Ricky Mak Ham Chi
6B Lily Ouyang
4B Jason Tang Cham Sum

Should People Receive the
For (Team A)

？
Against (Team B)

•

It protects us from being infected. Additionally, after receiving •
the vaccination, we can travel freely.

We can avoid vaccination through being careful.

•

Furthermore, it allows us to take off our masks and relieve
hospital resources.

•

Up to now, people are still unsure whether it is safe or not to
take the vaccination. One of the common major concerns is the
unknown possible side effects.

•

It helps the world to return to normal. We can then go back to •
school and follow our normal schedule.

It may even be fatal for some people with long term or
unknown diseases.

•

Then, more people can go back to work and this in turn is good
for the economy.

Should We Keep Half-day School?
For (Team B)
•
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For whole day school, students would need to take their mask •
off for lunch. Therefore, there is a greater chance of getting
COVID-19.

•

Students can be more relaxed and have more energy to learn
effectively.

•

We can have more time in the afternoon to do homework and
prepare for exams.

•

If we have questions about our studies, we can ask our
teachers through Teams.

•

Against (Team A)

We can still continue to have activity classes online.

We can have more time to study at school and teachers can
give immediate feedback at school.

•

Students are getting lazy because of half-day school.

•

Many activity classes are cancelled because we can only have
half-day school. Students should join some extra-curricular
activities.

•

Some parents cannot go to work because their children go
home early.

Anti-COVID-19 Products
   O p e n t h e l i d o f t h e
collection box and put the
items to be delivered inside.

Robot Helena
By 6B Lily Ouyang
   To prevent the spread of COVID-19 virus, people
worldwide are practising social distancing. Helena is
a robot which can help reduce the chances of being
infected. It can offer a touchless delivery service and
serve as a cleaning robot.

   A handle for tying huge
items that cannot be placed in
the collection box. Helena can
pull the item along the way to
the target destination.

   Helena can help you deliver things. You can open
the lid on the top and put something like food, books or
documents inside. Then, you can instruct Helena to go
to any destination in your building. There is a sensor on
the lid. When you are trying to touch it without wearing
gloves, it will give a ‘beep’ sound to remind you to wear
gloves.

   The bottom part is used for
cleaning and disinfecting the floor.

   Helena is also a smart cleaning helper. You can put
detergent inside and set the timer for cleaning the floor.
Apart from removing dirt on the floor, Helena can also
kill COVID-19 virus.
   Mini rubbish bin for
disposing used gloves.

   This robot is blind friendly. There are two speakers
which help the visually impaired users give verbal
commands to Robot Helena.

Little Delivery-Bot
By 4E Michael Wong Lok Yan

Place large item here.

   Little Delivery-Bot is a robot that helps deliver
things to other people. You can open the side door
and put things in and tell it where to go. When the
items are too large, you can place it on the top of
the robot.
   It is safe to use Little Delivery-Bot to deliver
things because the side door is locked while your
delivery is in progress. When someone takes away
the items on the top of the robot, the alarm in front
will start ringing and the robot will chase after the
thief.

   This alarm will ring
when there is a thief.

Open the side door and put
in the item to be delivered.

   When the robot arrives at the destination, it
will automatically unlock the side door so that the
receiver can take out the items.
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Students’ Good Work
A Postcard
4th June,2021

What Can You See?
1A Coco Wong Man Ho

1B Enzo Law Yi Shun

Dear Walden,

Mr. Walden Leung
   We are having fun in Japan. We are
Lok Sin Tong
now in Tokyo Disneyland. I am eating an icecream. Mum is taking photos with us. Dad is Leung Kau Kui
drinking water. My brother is reading a map. Primary School (Branch),
My sister is listening to a song.
Tin Yan Estate,
   See you soon.
Tin Shui Wai,
Love,
Hong Kong
Coco

Look at the turtles.
They are under the
trees.
They are big and hard.
They are green.
They are happy.

My Teacher

A Safari Park
   This is Happy Safari Park. There are four 1C Wendy Jiang Nim Yan
birds. They are black. They are in the sky.
   There is a rabbit. It is beautiful. It is cute.
It is big and fat. It is on the grass. It is white
and pink.

This is Samuel.
His T-shirt is black.
His hair is short.

   There are two pandas. They are lovely.
They are brown. They are fat. They are under
the tree.

He has an orange shopping
bag.
He is my English teacher.

   There is a lion. It is fierce. It is big. It is by
the pond. It is black. It is angry.

My Friend

FFree Time Activities
1E Anna Sun Mung Siu

This is Jayer.
His T-shirt is green.
His trousers are blue.

2A Kenny Lin Chun Kit
   My name is Kenny. I am seven years old. I
study in Lok Sin Tong Leung Kau Kui Primary School
(Branch). I go to school on foot.
   I play computer games on Mondays. I have
painting lessons on Tuesdays. I have skipping
lessons on Wednesdays. I’m free on Thursdays. I
have dancing lessons on Fridays. I have cooking
lessons on Saturdays. I have swimming lessons on
Sundays.

His shoes are black.
He is six years old.
He is my best friend.
He is brave.

   I am pleased to have all these activities in the
week.

I love him so much.

My Weekly Activities
2B Timothy Mok Tsz Lok
   My name is Timothy. I am eight years old. I study in Lok Sin Tong
Leung Kau Kui Primary School (Branch).
   I have piano lessons on Mondays. I read books in the library
on Tuesdays. I have drawing lessons on Wednesdays. I study with
my tutor on Thursdays. I visit my grandparents on Fridays. I go to
Brownies on Saturdays. I go to church on Sundays.
   I am pleased to have all these activities in a week.
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1D Marcus Li Tsz Long

Let’s Help at Home
2C Moses Tsang
   My name is Moses. I am seven years old. I study
in Wonderful Primary School. There are 22 students in
Class 2C. They all help at home. They are helpful.
   Billy is my classmate. He always helps at home.
He waters the plants in the living room. He sweeps
the floor after having dinner. He hangs up the washing
and folds the clothes. He doesn’t iron the clothes
because it is dangerous and he may hurt himself.
   He is a helpful and kind classmate. I love him so
much!

My Day

My Day
2D Cyrus Ho Ho Tung
   On Sunday, John and his parents have dinner at seven
twenty in the evening. They are in the dining room. They are
happy.
   At eight ten in the evening, John plays in the living room.
Mum asks, ‘Did you do your homework?’ John doesn’t listen
to his mum and he keeps playing with his toys.
   At ten o’clock at night, John doesn’t do his homework.
He is still playing with his robot. Mum feels very angry and
she asks him to go to bed at once.
   The next day, his teacher feels very angry because John
doesn’t do his homework. John’s teacher scolds him angrily
and asks him to do his homework after school. John feels
sorry and sad.

2E Karsten Tong Pok Yiu
   Today is Monday. At 7:20 in the evening, John
and his family are having dinner. It is yummy and
delicious.
   After dinner, John plays with his toys. “Did you
finish your homework?” Mom yells. John says, “I
have finished my homework.” However, John is
telling lies. Mum goes to John’s bedroom and checks
his homework and finds out that John does not finish
his homework. Mum wants to talk to him but John is
already sleeping.
   The next day, his teacher is super angry. The
teacher tells his mum. After school, John goes back
home. His mum is extremely mad.

Jason Wants to Be Strong

A Diary
3A Adonis Wong Ching Hin
9th March 2021

Sunny

3B Terence Leung Ming Chun

   Today is my second day at the campsite.

   Jason is carrying some books. He is tired because
the books are too heavy. He is sad.

   In the morning, I changed my clothes and I had two
energy bars for my breakfast. Then I stroked the dogs. They
were fluffy.

   Jason drops the books on the floor. A girl laughs at
him. She is mean.

   In the afternoon, I went to the park with my family. I
watched other people who were playing card games. Then I
played mobile games and stroked the dogs again. We flew a
kite in the sky. It was exciting!
   In the evening, we went home by car. Lastly I was so
tired that I went to sleep instantly. Secretly, I was actually
very excited.

Jason Wants to Be Strong

   So, Jason wants to be strong. He starts going to
the gym every day to work out. He drinks one bottle of
milk every day too to get strong and healthy.
   A few months have passed. Now Jason is strong.
He can lift more books now. When the girl comes down
the hallway, she sees Jason carrying a lot of heavy
books. She praises him.

A Birthday Surprise
3D Coco Pan Sing Tung

3C Kelly Lam Ka Yan

   It was Jacky’s mum’s birthday last Friday. Jacky
and his dad wanted to cook lunch for Mum because they
wanted to give Mum a birthday surprise.

   Jason is taking some Chinese books to
the classroom. He is weak. He is tired. He
is careless. He drops the Chinese books on
the floor.

   They went to a supermarket to buy some vegetables,
eggs, meat and so on. After they got home, Dad made
potato soup and Jacky beat the eggs. Jacky thought Mum
would enjoy the yummy food.

   A i m i i s J a s o n ’s c l a s s m a t e . S h e
laughs at him. She is bad. Jason feels
embarrassed.

   When Mum went home, she saw the food. She was
happy and wanted to eat the food at once. Mum ate the
food and shouted, ‘Oh! It is too salty!’ She drank a lot of
water.

   Jason wants to be strong. He does a
lot of exercise such as playing badminton
and football. One month later, he becomes
a strong person, and no one laughs at him
anymore.

   At last Mum could not eat any food because she drank
too much water. She was full.

A Diary
3E Yolanda Pan
5th May 2021

Sunny

   It was sunny so I ran in the morning. After that I chatted with my best friend Kelly.
   In the afternoon, I painted a picture. Then I played basketball with my brother and sister.
   In the evening, I tidied my bedroom because it was very messy. There were a lot of toys on the floor. Then I studied for
my exam.
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My Resolutions

An E-mail
4B Hinji Wong Tsz Hin

4A Markus Chen Chit Hei
   My name is Markus Chen Chit Hei. I am in
Class 4A. After the summer holiday, I will be in
P.5. There are a few things I want to do in the new
school year.
   At home, I am going to take care of my baby
sister and brother. Then my parents will be happy.
At school, I am going to keep a diary because I
want to improve my English. To stay healthy, I am
going to eat a lot of vegetables.
   In the end, I will try to follow my new
resolutions. I think I can do well in the new year.

To: rosecheung@sunnynet.com
From: sandylam@happymail.com
Dear Rose,
   I am sorry to hear you didn’t have a good day at the camp.
   If you want to be fit, you need to eat more vegetables and
eat more grain products. Fruit and vegetables are good for
you. You need to eat more fruit. Too much sugary food is bad
for you.
   I will enjoy the activities and food at the camp with you
next year.
Love,
Sandy

Got Lost in Hong Kong
4C Khaled Cheung Ka Lok
   Mr. Brown was a tourist. He came to visit Hong Kong last
month. He did not know where to go. He asked the receptionist
at the hotel for some ideas.
   Mr. Brown asked, ‘Excuse me, I don’t know how to go to
Tsim Sha Tsui.’ ‘You may take the bus or MTR to Tsim Sha Tsui.
You can take photos at the Avenue of Stars in Tsim Sha Tsui,’
said the receptionist. Mr. Brown said, ‘Thanks, I prefer to take
the MTR. How do I go to the MTR station?’ The receptionist
replied politely, ‘First, go out of the hotel. Next, go straight
ahead. Then turn right. The MTR station is opposite the clinic.’

‘Thanks a lot,’ said Mr. Brown.
   After that Mr. Brown screamed, ‘Oh, where am I?’ Mr.
Brown was going the wrong way and he got lost. He felt
worried.
   Fortunately, Mr. Brown found a policeman. He asked,
‘Excuse me, Sir. I am lost. How can I get to Tsim Sha Tsui
MTR Station?’ The policeman helped him go to the station. Mr.
Brown finally found the MTR station and he took the MTR to
Tsim Sha Tsui. He bought some souvenirs for his friends and
family. He felt great!

Rapunzel and the Hunter
   Once upon a time a witch put a beautiful and pure girl in a
tall tower. Her name was Rapunzel. One day Rapunzel saw a
handsome and cool hunter and let down her long hair through
the window. The hunter climbed up her hair.
   ‘I’m here to rescue you’, smiled the hunter. ‘Oh! Your teeth
are black and dirty. How often do you brush your teeth,’ asked
Rapunzel.
   The hunter was shocked and surprised. ‘I brush my teeth
twice a week,’ he replied.
   ‘You ought to brush your teeth twice a day. Come back
when your teeth are clean and white,’ said Rapunzel.
   ‘OK. I’m going to brush my teeth twice a day. Then my

4D Kayden Lin Ngai Sing
teeth will be nice, clean and white in a week’s time,’ said the
hunter.
   The next week the hunter climbed up Rapunzel’s hair
again. He walked towards Rapunzel. ‘Ugh! Your feet smell
awful. How often do you wash your feet?’ asked Rapunzel.
   ‘I wash my feet once a month,’ said the hunter.
   ‘You ought to wash your feet once a day…’ started
Rapunzel.
   The hunter ran to the window. ‘You are too bossy! I will
never come back again!’ he said. He climbed out of the window
and never came back again.

Being Late for School
4E Yiu Miu
   Calvin liked playing computer games. One night, he
played computer games until almost half past twelve. The next
morning, he got up late. He ran quickly to the bus stop but he
still missed the bus. He had to wait for another bus.
   Calvin was late for school so the teacher was very angry.
He said, “Calvin! Why are you late for school again? You ought
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to set your alarm clock before you go to bed. Then you will get
up on time and won’t be late for school!”
   Calvin promised the teacher he wouldn’t be late, “Sorry, I’m
going to go to bed earlier and set my alarm clock.” Calvin kept
his word from then on. He was never late for school again.

A Day in a Country Park
   Last Sunday, the weather was good, so my family and I
went to a country park. My dad said, ‘Let’s go by taxi. It is fast
and convenient.’ I replied, ‘Although travelling by taxi is cool,
fast and convenient, it is expensive!’ We wanted to get there
fast, so we called a Go Go Van because it was cheaper than a
taxi. I was excited and thrilled because it was my first time to go
to a country park.
   In the country park, we had a barbecue first. Then I went
for a run because I needed to lose weight. I asked a stranger,
‘Hi, please tell me how far it is from the starting point to the
end of this jogging track?’ The stranger replied, ‘It’s a long way.

5A William Lun Cheuk Pan
It’s about five kilometres.’ I said, ‘Thank you. How long does it
take?’ He said, ‘It should take one hour for you.’ Then I started
running.
   One and a half hours later, I finished my run and then I
went back to the BBQ site. Suddenly, the weather turned bad
when we were about to grill the food. We ran to the visitor’s
centre for shelter from the rain. Unluckily, we got lost.
   Later, I found out that the stranger I asked the questions
before was a policeman. He took us home because he had a
car. That night I was tired and I felt ill. I had a fever!

Myself
5B Achilles Wong Ching Naam
   My name is Achilles. I am eleven years old. I am currently
studying in Lok Sin Tong Leung Kau Kui Primary School
(Branch). I live with my brother, my mum, my dad and my
grandma. My mum and dad are both teachers. I enjoy watching
TV with them.

homework. At weekends, I either go shopping or stay at home
and play video games, but I like reading books the best. I love
reading Harry Potter most because it is very exciting. I wish I
could become Harry Potter one day. I also ride my bike every
Sunday.

   In my personal opinion, I am a smart student since I read a
lot of books every day. My favourite subject is English as I have
been learning English since I was a baby, thus it is extremely
easy for me. I also try to help others more often during English
lessons. After school, I go to the seventh floor and do my

   I would like to be a doctor when I grow up because I want
to rid the world of the COVID-19 pandemic and save lives. In
order to do that, I will need to study hard and learn more new
things. Finally, I would like to get into a good secondary school
and make some more new friends.

Myself
5C Yelena Ng Tsz Ying
   My name is Yelana. I am ten years old. I am studying in
Lok Sin Tong Leung Kau Kui Primary School (Branch). There
are four members in my family. They are my father, my mother,
my little sister and me. My father is a warehouse manager. He
is hard-working. My mother is a shop assistant. She is a person
who is not afraid of hardship.
   I am a hardworking student and I learn English vocabulary
every day. My favourite subject is Chinese because I am good
at Chinese. I go home after school. I like painting. I paint with

my little sister twice a week.
   My favourite book is ‘Three Little Pigs’ because this book
is interesting and the pigs are so funny. My favourite sport
is volleyball because I can make new friends and I can stay
healthy.
   I want to be a painter when I grow up because I like painting.
I will explore the world to give me more ideas on what to draw
and paint. In secondary school, I will study harder and realize
my dream.

A Careless Inventor
5D Miko Ku Ming Yuk
   Dr Oops was a careless inventor. One day, he wanted to
make a robot so that it could help him do a lot of things. He
wanted the robot to do a lot of housework.
   Dr Oops used a saw to cut a piece of wood. Then he
folded the metal in half. After that he used a lot of materials to
make the eyes, ears, legs and arms. The robot was made of
plastic, glass, metal and wood.
   However Dr Oops was careless. He made one more hand

and one less leg so the robot had three hands and one leg. The
robot could not stand. His friend, Dr Smart, asked him, ‘What
can the robot do? It cannot stand.’ Dr Oops said, ‘It can wash
the dishes, sweep the floor and clean the windows for me.’ Dr
Oops felt very happy because the robot could do the things he
told it to do.
   But, in the end, the robot could only clean the floor
because it could not stand so the room was still very dirty. Dr
Oops didn’t want to fix the robot because he was lazy.
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A Day in a Country Park
5E Sandy Tseng Lai Ching
Last Sunday, I went to Tai Tong Country Park with my
family. My sister and I were very excited. My mum and dad
prepared a lot of snacks and food for us. We went to the
country park at 9 o’clock in the morning. We went there by bus.

were very yummy.

   First we went to the barbecue site to have a barbecue.
There were not many people. We sat down and started to cook
the food. We cooked a lot of pork chop and fish balls. They

   In the end, we shared some snacks with Andy Lau. Then
we went home. I was so happy. What a good day!

   Then we went kite flying. It was so much fun. Suddenly, I
saw someone familiar. It was Andy Lau! He is a famous actor.
We took photos with him.

Save the Endangered Animals
6A Kerena Chow Kin Lam
I am Chow Kin Lam, Kerena. I work for ‘World Wide Fund
for Nature’. It is an organisation that promotes the protection of
the environment. I am writing because the endangered animals
are facing a lot of problems now. I want to ask people to take
actions to save them.
   The major problem is that people have destroyed a lot
Earth’s resources. First people destroy forests and bamboo
forests for building houses, selling wood and so on. Thus, there
are fewer and fewer places where the wild animals can live.
There is also not enough bamboo for pandas to eat. People
should stop destroying forests and bamboo forests.

there are very few reef fish left in the sea. People also fish too
frequently. Therefore, the sea animals do not have enough fish
to eat so they die. Some sea animals, for example, sharks will
become extinct.
   The last problem I want to voice out is too much hunting.
People kill tigers for their fur and use them in medicines. People
also hunt elephants for their tusks and hunt rhinos for their
rugs. There are very few left in the world. Therefore, people
should stop hunting the wild animals.
   I hope the readers will help protect the endangered
animals. Please do it before it is too late!

   The second problem is too much fishing. People catch
reef fish for money. They sell them in restaurants. Therefore,

Eric and a Genie
6B Lily Ouyang
A long time ago, there was a little boy called Eric. He lived
in a magic village with his mother. One day, Eric cleaned the
house. When he wanted to donate old toys to a charity, a bottle
dropped from the box. Then a genie appeared.
   The genie could give Eric a wish. Eric wanted to be taller.
But the genie’s magic was too strong. Eric became taller and
taller. Eric was as tall as the roof! Eric started crying. He said,
‘Oh no! I’m too tall! I want to change back!’ But the genie said,
‘I’m sorry, but I just know how to make people taller. I don’t
know how to make people shorter.’ Eric was disappointed. Eric
asked,’ Then what should I do?’ Learn it by myself?’ The genie
continued, ‘We can go to the mountain near the village. There’s
a wizard. He can help us.’ Then they started their journey.
   They climbed the mountain. It was difficult because there
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were a lot of magical animals made by the wizard. They were
too strong. However, they managed to get to the wizard’s
house. They knocked at the door. The wizard came out and let
them in. The genie told him everything. The wizard said, ‘I know
you really want to be a normal person. I can help you. You can
be a normal happy boy, but all the villagers in your village will
not be happy anymore.’ ‘Then I’ll say no! I can’t be selfish,’ said
Eric without the slightest hesitation. Next Eric kicked the door
open and left.
   When Eric went back to the village, all the villagers were
surprised. Eric’s mother asked, ‘Oh my gosh, my son, why are
you so tall?’ Eric told her everything. At first, the other villagers
thought Eric was a monster, but Eric helped them to do a lot of
things. Finally, the villagers were happy forever.

A Good Boy
6C Dickson Chau Yu Ching
I like helping people. Last Sunday I helped my mum sweep
the floor because she was very busy. I tidied up the living room
too.
   Last Monday, I helped my teacher to clean the blackboard.
My teacher said, ‘Thank you!’ and she gave me a smile.
   After school, I went home by MTR. I saw an old lady

standing in the carriage. I told her, ‘Please take my seat!’ She
asked, ‘Really?’ I said, ‘Yes, sure!’ She said, ‘Oh! Thank you!’
   When I went home, I met the old lady again. She was my
new neighbour. The old lady came to my home and told my
parents, ‘Thank you! I have never seen such a helpful boy!
Thank you very much!’ I was so proud of myself.

Save the Endangered Animals
6D Michelle Loe Yi Fei
I am writing to address the problems faced by wild animals.
The wild animals are becoming endangered because of human
activity.
   The first problem, people keep cutting down trees or keep
destroying bamboo forests to build more houses. Therefore,
there is not enough bamboo for pandas to eat. Pandas or other
wild animals will be extinct unless people stop destroying the
bamboo forests and their habitats.
   The second problem is over-fishing. People keep catching
reef fish to sell in restaurants for money. Therefore, there are

very few left in the sea. Reef fish or other sea animals will be
extinct unless people stop catching and eating them.
   The third problem, many sea animals are endangered. For
example, people keep killing sharks for shark fin soup or whales
for their oil. This decreases the sea animals’ population and now
there are very few sharks and whales left in the sea. Sharks and
whales will be extinct unless people stop killing them.
   People should be more concerned about the survival and
the livelihood of wild animals and stop destroying the forests and
their habitats.

A Day I Will Never Forget
6E Kaka Li Ka Lam
  Two years ago, we were in P4. We went to Cheung Chau
for our school picnic. On that day, we arrived at Cheung Chau
Ferry Pier in the morning. We were hot and thirsty. The teacher
said, ‘There are street snacks and shaved ice.’ When we heard
shaved ice, we immediately asked the teacher where we could
get some.
   Then we went to the beach to play. We played with sand,
picked up shells and played with water. When the waves rushed

to the shore, we all trotted back because we were afraid of
getting our trousers wet. Finally, we sent someone to collect up
the shells we had picked up together. Then the teacher asked us
to gather and went back home.
   At last, we were very reluctant to part. I regret that I
didn’t cherish the time we were together. I should cherish the
one month left before graduation and get along well with my
classmates and teachers.
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Secondary School Life
of our Graduates
By Dave Liu Miu

(2019-2020 Graduate)

   Let me introduce myself first. My name is Dave and
I am a form one student in Heung Yee Kuk Yuen Long
District Secondary School. I am glad to share some of
my experiences of how to adapt to secondary school life.
   Actually, it isn’t difficult. The most important thing
is to have a good relationship with the classmates and
teachers. In a nutshell, make more and more friends in
school. That will help you a lot. Don’t be shy! Be brave to
talk to others. In my case, after we came back to school
to have face-to-face lessons, I have made a lot of friends
and adapted to the life of secondary school easily.
   Secondly, the homework in form one is not that
much! Even less than primary school. Therefore don’t
be afraid of the homework of secondary school, and try
to finish all homework carefully. The biggest challenge
for me is that I come across a lot of new vocabulary in
different subjects. At first I was confused and disoriented.
In the first month of secondary school, I couldn't even
understand what the teachers were talking about in
the lessons. My solution was to consult a dictionary to
understand the words one by one after school and I
wrote down meanings of the words in a vocabulary book.
I revised them on my way to school. Luckily, after I had

By Gorden Teng Hung Li

(2019-2020 Graduate)

Hi, LKKB's friends!
   How do you do? My name is Gorden Teng and I
graduated last year. Yes, I was your schoolmate before. I
spent six years of my happy childhood at LKKB. And now
I want to share with you my secondary school life.
   I started my secondary school life last September.
My new school is called The Hong Kong Management
Associated K.S.Lo College. I know some of you may be
afraid of starting secondary school life. But believe me,
it is not terrible at all. As long as you prepare yourself
adequately for your new school life, you will not find it
difficult. For example, try to improve your English during
the summer holiday. It can help you adapt to the English
teaching environment.

done this, I caught up pretty fast. I could understand
what the teacher and books were talking about.
   Because of the COVID-19, we cannot participate in
activities as usual. Therefore, I didn’t join any activities in
school. I also have not seen the faces of my classmates
and teachers without their masks on due to the current
pandemic. This is a bit out of my expectation of what my
secondary life should be so I really hope that things will
return back to
normal soon.
  Finally, my
immediate goal
is to get a good
result in my final
examination next
month. Therefore,
I will study harder
to achieve my
goal.

  
My favourite subject is Science. It is taught in English, but
don't be afraid. You will find it very easy to understand
the terms and definitions by using your phone or tablet
to scan the QR codes on the textbooks, then you can
watch the videos. If you still don't understand, just ask
the teachers. They would love to answer your questions.
   Because of the pandemic, we don't need to go to
school very often. When I have problems solving difficult
questions at home, I will ask my classmates for help
by using WhatsApp or WeChat. We will discuss the
questions online and solve the problems together. This is
called teamwork.
   I like Science very much because it is very exciting
for me to conduct experiments in the laboratory. I can
use the microscope to examine germs, organisms and
use the Bunsen burner to heat up the substances to
observe their changes. It is amazing! But be careful, you
need to follow the safety rules because accidents may
cause serious injury.
   So far, I really enjoy my secondary school life. I
hope I can learn more interesting facts and widen my
knowledge. I will do my best to get excellent results and
achievements. It is my pleasure to share my new school
life with you. Wishing you all the best. Wishing you good
health, happiness, and success in your lives.
  Best regards,
Gorden Teng
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By Minnie Gu Ruitung

(2019-2020 Graduate)

   Hi my junior sisters and brothers,
   I am a student that graduated from the school last
year. And I am now a secondary one student in Po Leung
Kuk Tung Yuk Tien College which is located in Tuen Mun.
As a secondary one student, there are many difficulties
that I faced in my secondary school.
   First, there was a big problem with my social life. I
had no friends there! Because of this, I felt alone during
the first two months. I could not communicate well
with my classmates and teachers because of my shy
personality. At first, I did not have any common topics
with my classmates. But, as the time went by, I found
out that one of my classmates also shares the same
interests as me. And so I made friends with her! So if you
cannot make a friend in your coming secondary school
life, try to find someone that has the same interests as
you!

   Finally, I want to share an interesting event that
happened in my school. My class is a very quiet class.
Once there was a bee inside our classroom. Our teacher
thought that we would scream and hide away. However,
we said nothing and even kept silent while the bee was
flying over our heads! Our English teacher was very
shocked when she noticed our response! She did not
expect that we could keep our cool even when there was
a bee.
   In the end, I wish all of you all the best in your future
studies!

   Second, I also had some problems with my studies.
Although I was rather good in English when I was in
primary school, I found it really hard to catch up when I
went to secondary school because many of my subjects
were all taught in English. Therefore, I needed to work
harder than I did in primary school. So, I think I should
have started studying my subjects earlier during the
summer holidays.

By Louis Chan Ho Hin

(2019-2020 Graduate)

  The Amazing Life in Shung Tak
   My name is Louis. I am now studying in Shung
Tak Catholic English College. My secondary school life
in Shung Tak started with Zoom classes. However, I
received some good news. We could resume face-toface lessons from the 23rd September of 2020! I was
very excited. On that day, I entered the school, I was
excited about meeting my new classmates.

to improve my speaking skills. Besides extra-curricular
activities, the school has also organised the OLE (other
learning experiences) period for us. There are workshops
for DIY, competitions and etc. We learned a lot of new
knowledge and skills.
   The school life in Shung Tak is amazing. I hope that
the pandemic will be over soon so that I can spend more
time with my classmates and teachers and especially try
eating lunch in Shung Tak’s canteen!

   My best friend is Andy. He is a kind and an outgoing
person. We discussed a lot of topics including the
knowledge we learned from our lesson and the NBA. I
enjoy spending time with him.
   Students in our school build very good friendships.
We have a lot of unforgettable memories in school. We
play basketball together in PE lessons, and once we tried
to cook Chinese tea eggs in TL lessons. We all enjoy
the time with our classmates and our friendships have
improved a lot.
   The subjects in secondary school are not difficult
at all. I am able to manage my studies well. There are
subjects which we did not have in primary school, and
I have great interests in them. For example, Chinese
History, Geography and etc. The teachers in our school
are kind too. They will explain by giving examples to
widen our knowledge and help us make notes to get
ready for the exams.
   In Shung Tak, there are a lot of extra-curricular
activities. I joined the Unity and drone class as I am
interested in STEM. I also joined the debate team as I
think joining the debate team is a good chance for me
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Let’s Have Some Fun!
Sentence Making Game

2
Designed by 5A Yan Cherish

Number of players: 2 or more

How to Play:
Players take turns to roll the dice.
Move the chess pieces forward. Makea
sentence by using the word in the box.
The first player to get to the FINISH box
is the winner.

Birthday Crossword

Designed by 6A Ouyang Lily

Across :
1. These are used for decorating the house.
2. Your friends or family will give them to you.
4. You will drink them at the party.
7. You will play them with your friends or family.

Down :
3. You will put candles on them.
5. You will invite them to celebrate with you.
6. Food like chips, popcorns, nuts that you eat
at the party.
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